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uities backing policyholder liabilities; 2) equity risk
exposure associated with investment guarantees
offered on segregated funds and other insurance
products; and 3) fee income that varies with the
equity markets underlying the assets under man-
agement. Some companies have gone even further
to include counterparty credit risk, sovereign risk,
as well as product design and pricing risk as part of
their overall ALM.

Beyond Risk Mitigation
Companies recite different reasons for doing

ALM. While some companies view ALM as a com-
pliance and risk mitigation exercise, others have
started using ALM as strategic framework to achieve
the company’s financial objectives. Some of the
business reasons companies now state for imple-
menting an effective ALM framework include
gaining competitive advantage and increasing the
value of the organization. The way in which ALM
is practised has also changed. Many will recall that
ALM used to stand for “Asset Liability Matching”
before becoming known as “Asset Liability Man-
agement.” The Society of Actuaries Task Force on
ALM Principles offers the following definition for
ALM:

“Asset Liability Management is the on-going
process of formulating, implementing, monitoring,
and revising strategies related to assets and liabili-
ties in an attempt to achieve financial objectives for
a given set of risk tolerances and constraints.”

This definition suggests that ALM goes beyond
measurement and mitigation of the risk exposure
and contemplates an optimization framework for
management of the financial risks.

O
ver the last few years, Enterprise Risk
Management, or ERM, has been at the
centre of attention in the risk manage-
ment world. ERM comprises the man-
agement of all the risks facing an enter-
prise – both financial and non-financial.
OSFI’s Supervisory Framework contemplates

ERM and there is the sense that just doing Asset
Liability Management (ALM) isn’t good enough
anymore.

Notwithstanding the much-deserved fanfare that
ERM has received of late, there has been a lot going
on in the area of ALM, which remains a vital part of
an overall ERM framework and scope. This article
offers a glimpse of the state of ALM practice in
Canada, highlighting some of the current issues
facing life insurance ALM practitioners. It also out-
lines the pertinent initiatives related to ALM that
actuaries should be aware of.

ALM – A Changing Paradigm
Not so long ago, ALM was synonymous with

interest rate risk management. And while interest
rate risk remains a focal part of ALM, the scope
today has broadened considerably. Liquidity risk,
foreign exchange risk, and credit risk have formally
become part of the scope of ALM for many life
insurance companies. That is not to say that these
risks were heretofore ignored, but they were previ-
ously not necessarily part of a formal ALM
framework. Equity risk, until a few years ago given
only honorary mention in all but a few life com-
pany ALM reports, is now fully part of ALM for
most medium- to large-sized companies. This is not
surprising considering companies now have: 1) eq-
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""""" From Theory to Practice

One of the first things ALM practi-
tioners learn is that a lot of what they
need to know to do their jobs is not found
in any textbook. While the current litera-
ture offers a sound grounding in ALM
theory, there is a paucity of industry spe-
cific and nation specific guidance for the
practitioner. ALM, as practised, differs be-
tween banks and insurance, and further
differences exist for life insurance, P&C,
and pension plans. Nation specific issues
relating to accounting methods, regula-
tory requirements and/or products offered,
shape the way ALM is practised in Canada,
the US, and abroad. Unlike the guidance
or standards of practice that exist for valu-
ation, crucial details regarding how the
asset and liabilities should be projected
or how the risk exposure should be meas-
ured are not expounded. It should come
as no surprise then that there exists a
wide range of practice in certain areas
within the life insurance industry with
respect to ALM. Based on the results of
the Survey on Asset Liability Management
Practices of Canadian Life Insurance
Companies, just over half of the compa-
nies modeled asset cash flows including
margins for adverse deviations (MfADs),
while just under half did not. Similar
differences in practice were observed for
the treatment of taxes. And while most
companies do not assume renewals when
projecting asset and liability cash flows,
some do.

On October 21, 2002, 21 ALM practi-
tioners, representing most of the major
Canadian life insurance companies, par-
ticipated in a full-day focus group
discussion in Toronto; brought together
with the following objectives:
# to share knowledge of ALM practice

among practitioners;
# to identify areas where a wide range

of practice exists;
# to identify practices that may be theo-

retically unsound; and
# to promote ALM best practices.

Notwithstanding some of the conten-
tious issues that were discussed, no blows
were exchanged. Lively debate and con-
siderable contestation persisted over
whether MfADs should be included or
excluded in projecting the asset and li-
ability cash flows. This led to subsequent
musing over the subtle implications of
including MfADs and the excess assets that
arise as a result of the provision for interest
rate risk under the Canadian Asset Liabil-
ity Method (CALM) and the company’s
philosophy with respect to the manage-
ment of earnings and economic surplus.

The appropriateness of allowing a situ-
ation where the present value of the
projected asset cash flows was greater than
the market value of the asset was investi-
gated. Although there are arguments
suggesting that this is potentially valid in
certain circumstances (e.g., recognizing
the liquidity premium as earned up front
when the asset is matched against long-
term liability cash flows), a reality check
protocol should be utilized to ensure value
is not artificially created as a result of
how an asset is modeled or the assump-
tions used in projecting the cash flows.

More and more companies are using
non-fixed income assets such as equities
and real estate to back policyholder li-
abilities, and there were a number of
questions relating to how these assets
should be modeled and whether the use
of duration to measure interest rate risk
exposure could be arbitrary and mislead-
ing. A stochastic approach was preferred
for backing liability cash flows with these
asset types but questions remained with
respect to the treatment for valuation
purposes under CALM.

The organizational structure for the
ALM function varies between companies.
While more insurance companies have
their ALM function report to Corporate
Actuarial than any other area, companies

mailto:secretariat@actuaires.ca
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presented arguments for having this re-
port through Investments, an ALCO
committee made up of senior manage-
ment, and the Chief Risk Officer.

Several other issues were discussed
relating to the measurement of risk expo-
sure, stochastic modeling approaches,
modeling dynamic cash flows, the limita-
tions of performance benchmarks, the
impact of valuation assumption changes,
ALM and pricing, and whether new busi-
ness should be taken into consideration
for ALM purposes.

For the most part the meeting accom-
plished its stated objectives although no
immediate conclusions were reached with
respect to best practices. There was a call
from the practitioners who attended for
a forum and/or future meetings to fur-
ther discuss the issues where more
guidance is needed.

Current ALM Initiatives in the US and Canada
There are a number of initiatives

underway within the actuarial profession
in the area of ALM that actuaries should
be aware of.

SOA Task Forces and Initiatives
There has been a lot of work conducted

by the Society of Actuaries (SOA) and its
members in recent years in the area of ALM.
In 1999, the SOA commissioned the sur-
vey on Risk Position Reporting <www.soa.
org/research/risk_position.pdf> which looks
at how the insurance industry measures
and monitors risk through risk position
reporting. The SOA has also formed a
number of task forces that deal either di-
rectly or indirectly with ALM:
# The Risk Management Task Force

<www.soa.org/sections/rmtf/rmtf.html>
has a number of sub-groups dealing
with various ALM topics.

# The Task Force on Asset Liability
Management Principles anticipates
finalizing a statement of ALM
principles this year.

# The recently commissioned Asset Li-
ability Management Specialty Guide
Task Force is in the process of updat-
ing the Professional Actuarial Specialty
Guide (PASG) for ALM – at last count
this had grown to over 80 pages.

Your CIA Working Group on ALM Hard at Work
Not to be outdone, in March 2000,

the CIA Working Group on Asset Liabil-
ity Management was formed to further
the education and research in the area of
ALM and to promote best practices. The
focus of the working group is life insur-
ance. The CIA Committee on Investment
Practice will also look at pension ALM
and plans to conduct a survey of practice
for pension plans later this year. Here is a
look at what has been happening:
# After an initial meeting with OSFI and

later with banking representatives, the
working group conducted a survey of
industry practice. Seventy-one life in-
surance companies with Canadian
operations including 100% of all com-
panies with more than $1 billion in
assets participated in the survey. The
survey results were published in June
2002, and are available on the CIA
website at <www.actuaries.ca/publica-
tions/2002/202029e.pdf>.

# In October 2000, the working group
organized and facilitated the Focus
Group meeting on Asset Liability Man-
agement Practices of Canadian Life
Insurance Companies and recorded 18
pages of discussion points.

# The working group has representation
on all of the related SOA task forces,
participates actively, and looks for
opportunities to coordinate efforts.

# A listserver has been set up for actuar-
ies and ALM practitioners to facilitate
discussion of ALM-related topics.

# At the request of several members, the
working group is in the process of
forming an ALM Practitioners Asso-
ciation for life insurance. It is envi-

sioned that this association of practi-
tioners would meet up to four times
each year to discuss practice-related
and emerging issues as part of an on-
going process to exchange knowledge
and further develop ALM best prac-
tices. It is anticipated that all major
Canadian life insurance companies
will be represented.

# Part of the aim of the working group
is to exchange ideas and examine prac-
tices across both the banking and in-
surance industries. ALM practitioners
from the banking industry attend
semi-annual meetings hosted by the
Canadian Asset Liability Management
Association (CALMA). The CIA Work-
ing Group on ALM and the CALMA
have agreed to exchange presentations
to our respective audiences early this
year and have discussed the possibil-
ity of organizing separate focus group
discussions between banking and in-
surance practitioners.

# Initially the working group was to
provide a list of ALM references to
CIA members. We are now working
with the SOA ALM Specialty Guide
Task Force to ensure that the PASG
for ALM will meet the needs of Cana-
dian practitioners.

# Last, but absolutely not least, one of
the major objectives for the working
group for 2003 is to publish a draft
educational or guidance note on ALM,
which we hope to have out towards
the end of the year.
The CIA Working Group on ALM has

been hard at work and is committed to
furthering the education and research in
the area of ALM and promoting best prac-
tices. We welcome your comments and look
forward to the continued involvement of
members practising in this area.

Charles L. Gilbert, FCIA, CFA, is the Chairperson
of the Working Group on Asset Liability Manage-
ment. He is also a Director on the CIA Board and a
member of the Practice Standards Council.
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Funding a Pension Plan in Accordance with Actuarial
Standards – What Does It Mean?
By A. David Pelletier

proved controversial, and published its
final report late last year.

In its final report, the task force iden-
tified what it felt to be the key
philosophical question: “What role should
the profession play in the reporting and
certification of pension plan funding? Is it
only to provide expertise and an accept-
able process for measuring the level of
funding achieved compared to given ob-
jectives? Or is it to provide a professional
opinion about the efficacy of funding by
establishing bounds outside of which it is
not prepared to lend its Accepted Actu-
arial Practice (AAP) imprimatur?”

It described two schools of thought:
# One proposes that actuaries should

not set a funding standard, but only a
reporting standard, measuring the de-
gree of funding achieved based on
objectives set by plan sponsors and
other stakeholders. The funding tar-
get and the accumulated fund could
well exceed wind-up sufficiency, or
fall short (and there would be clear
disclosure of the latter). A going-con-
cern approach combined with wind-
up insufficiency disclosure should be
enough for the actuary to certify that
the funding regime meets AAP, given
the long-term nature of the plan, the
minimal probability of wind-up, and
the even more remote probability of
wind-up combined with plan sponsor
insolvency;

# The second argues that the primary
reason for setting assets aside for pen-
sions is to provide security for prom-
ised benefits, in particular if the plan
sponsor becomes insolvent. A plan
member would expect that a plan
funded in accordance with AAP would
deliver substantially what has been

promised in most circumstances. Ben-
efit security is put to the test only
when the plan is wound up because of
plan sponsor insolvency. Sufficiency
of assets on wind-up, therefore, is the
critical measure of benefit security.
The actuary can certify that the plan
is being funded in accordance with
AAP only if the contributions being
made to the plan would ensure that
the plan achieves or maintains wind-
up sufficiency over a reasonable
period of time.
The task force supported the second

approach, saying, “Given the reliance put
on the actuary’s certificate by plan mem-
bers and other stakeholders, an AAP
endorsement should signify a high, but
reasonable, probability that the funds will
always be sufficient to provide for the
promised benefits.”

From this philosophical approach
flowed the task force’s recommendation,
which I summarize very briefly as fol-
lows:
# a minimum funding target set equal

to the wind-up liability (including all
benefits that would crystallize if the
plan were wound up) plus a margin
(with some thoughts on how to set
the margin);

# a minimum contributions target to
keep at or move to the funding target
over five years; and

# assets to be valued at market, with
some limited adjustment possible for
equities.
Without going into lots of detail, this

approach would essentially raise the bar
substantially for many flat benefit and
career-average plans, while at the same
time lowering the bar for final-average
plans (just in case this isn’t clear to the

I
t is said that a
little knowledge
is a dangerous
thing. That can
be safely said
about what I
know about pen-

sions. While I did
consult for 13 years
in pensions, the last

nine of those 13 were outside North
America, and I haven’t consulted in
Canada on pensions since 1982. My
friends in the pension business today tell
me things have changed a bit since then!

So I’m embarking on dangerous
ground here, and I acknowledge this as a
perspective by somebody outside the pen-
sion area. But at the end of the day, what
funding a plan in accordance with ac-
cepted actuarial practice means will have
to make sense not only to pension practi-
tioners but also to the user community.
This brief article is intended as much as
anything to give to the non-pension actu-
aries some sense of what the debate is all
about.

The current pension funding stand-
ard has been in place, without substantive
change, other than some restatements,
since 1981. A number of changes have
taken place since then in the pension en-
vironment, not the least of which were
the introduction of separate pension ac-
counting standards, which more clearly
separated the issues of pension plan cost-
ing and funding, and changes in the
pension legislation governing “wind-up”
obligations. For these and other reasons,
the Task Force on Pension Plan Funding
was established in 1997, under the lead-
ership of Chairperson Shiraz Bharmal. It
produced some interim reports, which
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non-pension practitioners, an implication
here for final pay plans is that, for mini-
mum funding purposes, salaries would
NOT be projected beyond the five-year
horizon). This is not stated as an objec-
tive of the task force, it’s merely the logical
outcome of its philosophical approach.

It would be fair to say that this ap-
proach has not met with the universal
approval of our pension practitioners. It’s
always difficult to say where the silent
majority sits, but certainly there has been
a predominance of views in opposition to
this approach, with considerable elo-
quence on both sides. And to further
complicate matters, another task force,
the Task Force on Multi-Employer Pen-
sion Plans (MEPPs) chaired by Tom Levy,
was hard at work during the same
timeframe and came to the opposite con-
clusion, at least with respect to MEPPs
that the actuary’s opinion on funding ad-
equacy be on a going-concern basis only,
and that solvency funding levels should
be solely a disclosure item (Shiraz
Bharmal’s task force, on the other hand,
states explicitly that AAP should be no
different for MEPPs than for other plans).

So what to do? Bury one report? Bury
the other? Listen to the views of many
members that appear to feel there’s no
overwhelming need for change? In good
CIA fashion, we’ve set up another task
force!

The terms of reference for this new
Task Force on Public Policy Issues Re-
garding Pension Plan Funding are, making
use of the two reports referred to above
but also consulting further within the
profession and with external stakeholders,
to identify what our reporting and certifi-
cation of pension funding should convey
to our publics, and, therefore, what our
AAP standard should be. It’s to report to
the Board by its November meeting this
year. So far, it’s been identifying the key
underlying questions, and what the im-
plications of different answers to those
questions would be, in order to provide
direction to its work. David Brown is
chairing this task force, and we wish him
and his task force members the wisdom
of Solomon as they do their task.

T
hese CIA publications were distributed in February 2003. If you were not on the list
to receive a particular item and would like to receive it, or if you are
missing anything, please notify the Publications Department of the Secretariat by
phone: (613) 236-8196, ext. 114, fax: (613) 233-4552, or e-mail:
<judy.findlay@actuaries.ca>. If a number follows the title, please quote this number as
it will help us locate the document in the archives more quickly. All online documents
can be found at: <www.actuaries.ca/publications/index_e.html>.
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Final Report of the Task Force on Pension Plan Funding 203012 $ % 1

First Ballot for Elections – 2003 203011 $ % 3

Flyer on the CIA Secretariat Change of Address $ % 2

Minutes of the General Business Session of the
November 2002 General Meeting 203010 $ % 1

Pension Seminar Program $ % 8

The Division of Pension Benefits Upon Marriage Breakdown 203015 $ % 1

2003 Stochastic Modeling Symposium – Call for Papers 203013 $ 12
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Interest Rates for Transfer and Marriage
Breakdown Values for Pensions

Month-End Canada Bond Yields*Month-End Canada Bond Yields*Month-End Canada Bond Yields*Month-End Canada Bond Yields*Month-End Canada Bond Yields*

December 2002December 2002December 2002December 2002December 2002 January 2003January 2003January 2003January 2003January 2003 February 2003February 2003February 2003February 2003February 2003
Long-term composite 5.37% 5.45% 5.39%
Real return bonds 3.33% 3.22% 3.06%
These month-end bond yields are used in the calculation of transfer and marriage breakdown
values for pension benefits for the second month following. For example, the February yields
affect calculation dates in April 2003.  Members will have to add the applicable adjustment
(0.50% or 0.25%) and convert to an effective annual rate, as described in the standards of
practice. Also available on our website at <www.actuaries.ca/news_events/transfervalues_e.html>.

*Source:  Weekly Financial Statistics, Bank of Canada, p. 8.

Document Title Accession  # Distribution

"""""

1 = All; 2 = All plus those on waivers; 3 = Fellows; 4 = Associates; 5 = Appointed Actuaries; 6 = Actuarial
Evidence; 7 = Life Actuaries; 8 = Pension Actuaries; 9 = P&C; 10 = Valuation Actuaries; 11 = Specific;
12 = Posted on Internet Only.

CIA Committee and Task Force Update
Please note the changes that occurred at
the following meeting:

January 23, 2003 Practice Standards Council
Meeting

Both the Task Force on Pension Plan
Funding, and the Task Force on Multi-
Employer Pension Plans were disbanded,
with thanks.

mailto:judy.findlay@actuaries.ca
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IAA Insurer Solvency Assessment Working Party –
Project Update
By Stuart F. Wason

tional reaction to the more specific and
practical proposals to be put forward by
the WP in May of this year. CIA members
can review the last (November) draft ver-
sion of the WP’s work, available to IAA
members, on the IAA website in the mem-
bers only section (all FCIAs are members)
within the Insurance Regulation Commit-
tee portion of the site.

Reacting to Sensitivities
The WP is currently tackling a very

important part of our mandate to describe
in practical terms how the solvency as-
sessment principles (which the WP has
already defined) can be applied in sophis-
ticated as well as standardized approaches.
It is at this point in time that you might
expect the WP to begin bumping into a
variety of established views with respect
to solvency assessment and capital re-
quirements. Indeed, work with
international players always requires a
determined effort to recognize sensitivi-
ties (e.g., regional, cultural, political, or
organizational in nature) when trying to
make significant change.

For example, the WP recently identi-
fied that the original name and mandate
for the WP inadvertently suggested a nar-
rower scope for our work, and perhaps a
particular solution (i.e., formerly RBC
Solvency Structure WP), than had been
intended by the IAA. Since the WP is an
international group seeking to find the
best possible approach, it will undoubt-
edly face additional challenges from
various interest groups as it attempts to
chart a course for a global framework for
insurer solvency assessment.

Standard Versus Advanced Approaches
The WP seeks to outline an approach

to insurer solvency assessment which pro-
vides for a range of approaches that can
be applied by insurers, from the most basic
to the most advanced approaches. It should
be noted that the Bank for International
Settlements (BIS) will allow banks under
Basel II a similar range of approaches to
determine their capital requirements.

The WP believes that all countries
can offer a standard (basic level) approach
for determining their insurer capital re-
quirements. The method and key
components of this standard approach
could be applied globally but the param-
eters used in this standard approach
would need to vary by jurisdiction and
product type (for underwriting risks) to
reflect the varying levels of conservatism
present in the asset and liability values
of that jurisdiction. It is expected that a
standard approach will use formulae to
determine the capital requirements.

It is important to note that formulaic
approaches are not intended to cover all
risks, nor to properly reflect the risks of
the insurer. They must also be used in
combination with supervisory oversight
and proper disclosure/market discipline.
For these reasons, the standard approach
should be developed to include a consid-
erable amount of conservatism. Regardless
of these shortcomings, formulaic ap-
proaches are useful because insurers begin
to align their risk management practices
with the risk components identified in
the approach.

Larger insurers and/or insurers with
increased risk management capabilities may
wish to apply to their insurance supervisor
for permission to substitute a number of
the parameters used in the standard ap-
proach with those developed from the

O
ne of the current initiatives of
the International Association
of Insurance Supervisors
(IAIS) is to develop a global
risk-based solvency assessment
framework for insurers. Act-
ing in support of the IAIS, the In-

ternational Actuarial Association (IAA)
has formed an Insurer Solvency Assess-
ment Working Party (WP) to prepare a
paper on the structure for a risk-based
solvency assessment system for insurance.
The WP reports to the IAA Insurance
Regulation Committee and is due to pro-
vide a draft final report at its May 2003
meeting in Sydney.

Since I last reported to you on the
progress and early findings of the WP in
the October 2002 Bulletin, the WP has
had several opportunities to receive feed-
back on its work as well as continue to
develop its own thinking:
# October 2002 - IAA Insurance Regu-

lation Committee meeting
# November 2002 - IAIS Technical Sub-

Committee on Solvency meeting
# November 2002 – European Union

insurance supervisors meeting
# November 2002 – CIA General Meet-

ing, two sessions
# December 2002 - Solvency Market Day

hosted by European Commission
# February 2003 – CIA Committee on

Risk Management and Capital Require-
ments meeting
Thus far, the principles and methods

put forward by the WP have been warmly
received by each of these audiences. The
Europeans are particularly interested as
they are in the process of redesigning their
system of insurer solvency assessment. It
will be interesting to gauge the interna-

International News
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insurer’s own experience. Presumably the
capital requirements for these insurers can
be somewhat less conservative than for
those using the standard approach.

The WP believes that advanced level
users (those having advanced needs or sig-
nificant risks) will wish to use advanced
approaches to risk assessment, such as in-
ternal risk models, because they recognize
the other benefits of using such models
(e.g., product design, product pricing, eco-
nomic capital, performance measurement,
lower capital requirement, etc.). An insurer
capable of using internal risk models for all
their risks would determine their total
amount of required assets upon determina-
tion of the 95% CTE (say) for the insurer
and then compare that amount to the FV of

Calendar of Events

their total assets (presumably allowing for
some available capital type adjustments) in
order to determine the excess of available
assets over required assets.

In allowing for a variety of approaches
to solvency assessment from standard to
advanced, moving along the spectrum from
formulaic to internal risk models, an in-
surer would require permission to use the
more advanced approaches. As the meth-
ods become more company-specific, the
supervisor would have to be satisfied to a
greater degree as to the company’s risk
management and technical competence.

If this flexible approach were adopted
in Canada, it would permit insurers to
gradually migrate over time from a stand-
ard to an advanced approach to capital

requirements. The flexible approach
would allow insurers to take credit for
lowered capital requirements as their ca-
pabilities to manage and model risks
increase. Insurance supervisors benefit
because the flexible approach encourages
increased risk management by insurers.

It is not possible in this short article
to outline all of the issues being consid-
ered by the WP for a global approach to
insurer solvency assessment, but the Ca-
nadian members of the WP, Allan Brender,
Harry Panjer, and Stuart Wason, would
very much appreciate your comments and
suggestions.

Stuart F. Wason, FCIA, is the Chairperson of
the Committee on International Relations and a
Past President of the CIA (2000-2001).

Event Date Location Venue Contact E-info

Pension Seminar

* 2003 Bowles Symposium

Practice Education Course

Professionalism Worshop

Annual Meeting

* 38th Actuarial Research
Conference (ARC)
* 34th ASTIN Colloquium

Stochastic Modeling
Symposium
Actuarial Evidence Seminar

* 13th AFIR Colloquium

April 9, 2003

April 10-11, 2003

June 1-4, 2003

June 18, 2003

June 19-20, 2003

August 7-9, 2003

August 24-27, 2003

September 4-5, 2003

September 5-6, 2003

September 17-19, 2003

Toronto

Atlanta, Georgia

Ottawa

Victoria

Victoria

Ann Arbor

Berlin, Germany

Toronto

Toronto

Maastricht,
Netherlands

Nancy Jenkinson
(613) 236-8196 ext. 129
meeting@casact.org
(703) 276-3100
Nancy Jenkinson
(613) 236-8196 ext. 129
Sheila Richard
(613) 236-8196 ext. 104
Joanne St-Pierre
(613) 236-8196 ext. 106
Curtis E. Huntington
chunt@umich.edu
Dagmar Heimstadt
Dagmar.Heimstadt@aktuar.de
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* This event is not a CIA meeting.
Note: Additional information on all CIA meetings can be obtained at: <www.actuaries.ca/meetings/calendar_e.html>.
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An Actuary’s Involvement in
Canada’s Security Affairs
By J. Bruce MacDonald

has two container terminals and port se-
curity is of the utmost concern both to
the local economy and to the safety of
residents.

If our ports are not regarded as se-
cure, containers might face long delays at
the US border, and transport of contain-
ers could grind to a halt. The effect on
trade within North America would be dis-
astrous, especially with the emphasis on
“just in time” delivery. A lot of the con-
tainers that arrive in Halifax are destined
for the US. The advantage of Halifax is
that containers can reach a destination in
the heart of North America, if shipped
from here by rail or truck, faster than
from other ports as ground transporta-
tion moves faster than marine transport.
If this advantage were lost, shippers might
decide to use other ports on the US east
coast.

Our recommendations were:
# That the federal government give more

vigourous support to the various se-
curity services in the fight against ter-
rorism, including additional funding
and personnel, and to allow the secu-
rity services to take full advantage of
recent anti-terrorist legislation.

# That an effort be made to intercept
ships with questionable cargo at sea
before they dock, and that more effec-
tive use be made of the Canadian Coast
Guard.

# That the costs of additional security
be not assessed in such a way as to
hurt Halifax’s competitive position.
To our surprise, the recommendation

about the Coast Guard, which we didn’t

consider our major recommendation, gar-
nered the most media attention. This may
be because most people did not realize
that the Canadian Coast Guard, unlike
the US Coast Guard, is unarmed and has
no security role, other than to help the
police and the Canadian Forces when re-
quested.

Our last recommendation, which is
very important, got little attention. If the
cost of additional security is assessed di-
rectly against the Port, as has occurred
with airport security, then the Port will
have to increase the fees it charges the
shippers who use it. Airline passengers
may choose some other form of transpor-
tation, or stay home, but shippers of ocean
cargo must find a port, and there are al-
ternate ports. If the security charge in US
east coast ports was not similarly assessed,
then shippers might choose to bypass
Halifax for cargo destined to the US, and
use US ports instead. This would have a
deleterious effect upon the Port of Hali-
fax and the economy of the regions.

We also found no criticism of the
recent federal decision to disband the
ports police; in Halifax, port policing has
been taken over by the Halifax Regional
Police Service.

It has been fascinating to watch the
reaction to our report, as it got more
attention than we had hoped, and to note
which recommendations got national
attention.

J. Bruce MacDonald, FCIA, is a founding member
of the CIA, and has served on a number of CIA
committees and task forces for which he was
awarded the Silver Award for Volunteer Service.

T
he Security Affairs Committee of
the Royal United Services Insti-
tute of Nova Scotia (RUSI) estab-
lished a sub-committee to look
into port security with particular
reference to terrorists and their
potential use of containers. (I have

just completed a two-year term as Presi-
dent of RUSI, their first president with-
out military experience.) The sub-com-
mittee consisted of Inspector Dan Tan-
ner, an RCMP intelligence officer, Ben
Jenkins, a retired RCMP officer, and my-
self, a private actuarial consultant and a
retired Principal from William M. Mercer
Ltd. in Halifax. We interviewed many or-
ganizations connected with the Port of
Halifax, and produced a report on the
subject. The timing of the release of the
report, and reaction to it, has been most
instructive.

By good fortune the release of our re-
port coincided with a major press
conference called by the federal govern-
ment in Halifax to announce various
measures to enhance port security. Both
the Canadian Press and Canada NewsWire
distributed highlights of our report na-
tionally, and we got publicity from coast
to coast. I was interviewed on both CBC
Newsworld and Global TV, and other
members of our committee gave press
interviews. Subsequently other members
of RUSI have given press and TV inter-
views on other aspects of security. We
certainly raised the profile of RUSI, which
celebrates its 75th anniversary later this year.

While our report focused on Halifax,
its conclusions apply to all ports. Halifax
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Year 2002 Solvency  Valuation Assumptions

O
nce again, the Pension Plan Fi-
nancial Reporting Committee
(PPFRC) has conducted an
informal survey of pension
actuaries to obtain details of
actual non-indexed group an-
nuity purchases in 2002. The data

collected covered annuity purchases from
January 24, 2002 to December 16, 2002.
Details were provided on 21 annuity
purchases. One purchase of fully-
indexed annuities was excluded from
the analysis. The total premiums for the
20 purchases included in the analysis is
approximately $84 million, covering a
total of 1,976 lives. There were signifi-
cantly less data compared to last year’s
analysis, which covered 27 purchases,
with total premiums of approximately
$165 million and covering a total of just
over 3,000 lives.

The contributing actuaries were asked
to determine the effective annual interest
rate underlying each annuity purchase
based on GAM 83 sex-distinct mortality.
We compared these discount rates to the
unadjusted CANSIM B113867 rates,
which are the weekly series of the
weighted average yields on Government
of Canada bonds of 10 years and over to
maturity, and the unadjusted CANSIM
B113868 rates, which are the weekly se-
ries of the weighted average yields on
long-term provincial bonds. The CANSIM
rates were taken at the dates nearest the
actual annuity purchase dates.

Following are the principal results of
the survey:
# The more stable relationship between

long-term federal and provincial bond
yields observed since 1999 continued
in 2002. In 2002, the spread between
long-term federal and provincial bond
yields varied between 40 bps and 52
bps, which was slightly narrower than
the range observed in 2001.

# Just over half of the group annuity
purchases had discount rates that fell
within the spread between long-term
federal and provincial bond yields.
However, this year it was noted that
the majority of the larger purchases
had discount rates that were closer to
the long-term provincial rates than the
long-term federal rates. The converse
was the case in 2001.

# As in prior surveys, there appears to
be some correlation between discount
rates and average certificate size, with
discount rates increasing with aver-
age certificate size.
Based on the results of this survey,

and giving heavier weighting to results
nearer to the end of the year and making
adjustments for size, we observe that us-
ing the GAM 83 mortality table, a flat
solvency valuation discount rate of 5.75%
would appear to be appropriate for the
valuation of immediate non-indexed
group annuities as at December 31, 2002
or January 1, 2003. This observation is
based on annuity purchases with an aver-

age certificate size greater than or equal
to $75,000, and compares with CANSIM
B113867 and B113868 rates as at January
1, 2003 of 5.31% and 5.75%, respectively.
By way of comparison, the flat solvency
valuation discount rate for December 31,
2001 and January 1, 2002 valuations was
6.00%, and the CANSIM B113867 and
B113868 rates as at January 2, 2002 were
5.75% and 6.30%, respectively.

If the average certificate size is less
than $75,000 per annuitant, the solvency
valuation discount rate should be reduced
appropriately.

Unless the actuary is satisfied that the
expenses of wind-up are not to be charged
to the pension fund, the actuary should
make an assumption regarding these expenses
and the assumption should be explicit.
Expenses normally include such items as
fees related to the actuarial wind-up re-
port, fees imposed by a pension supervisory
authority, legal fees, commissions to buy
annuities, administration, custodial and
investment management expenses.

The actuary must also make an assump-
tion as to what proportion of active
members (and inactive members if they
have a lump-sum settlement option) will
choose lump-sum settlements, and what
proportion will choose annuity settlements.

The raw data from the annuity survey
is included in a spreadsheet that can be
found on the CIA website at <http://
www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/
203020e.xls>.

http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203020e.xls
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203020e.xls
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203020e.xls
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!!!!!

Announcements

The following announcements were sent to the CIA Announcements listserver
during the month of February 2003. They are being reprinted in the Bulletin
for those members who do not subscribe to the listserver.

2003 CIA Elections – Reminder
February 26, 2003 – First Ballot elections opened to all Fellows
on February 6. Members are able to vote either electronically or
with a paper ballot. To date, only 296 of 2537 eligible voters
have submitted their nominations.There are many issues facing
the CIA at this time. The Elections Committee encourages you to
participate in the Election process. Exercising your franchise
will ensure your views are considered. If you are aware of fellow
actuaries at your workplace who have not yet voted, please urge
them to do so, either electronically or by paper ballot. Electronic
voting is available until 3:00 p.m. EST on March 11, 2003 in the
Members Only section of the CIA website at <www.actuaries.ca/
members/security/index.cfm>. Contact: David J. Oakden, Chair-
person of the Elections Committee, at his address in the Yearbook.

Pension Seminar Early Registration Cut-off Date
February 26, 2003 – Last chance to save on registration fees
Tuesday, March 4th, 2003 is the last day to take advantage of the
lower registration fee for the CIA Pension Seminar being held on
April 9, 2003 at the Toronto Marriott Eaton Centre Hotel. March
4, 2003 is also the last day to receive the special CIA rates for
accommodation at the Toronto Marriott Eaton Centre Hotel.
<www.actuaries.ca/meetings/pension_e.html>. Contact: Nancy
Jenkinson, Meeting Planner, at the Secretariat.

Report on the Division of Pension Benefits Upon Marriage Breakdown
February 26, 2003 – This report presents the professional views
and recommendations of the Institute regarding the division of
pension benefits upon marriage breakdown. These recommenda-
tions are intended to provide an alternative equitable approach
to the division of pension benefits upon marriage breakdown
which is consistent with sound actuarial practice. The Institute
acknowledges that before any change can be implemented, fur-
ther refinement in the details of applying the proposed approach
will be required. <www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/
203015e.pdf>. Contact: H. Wayne Woods, Chairperson, Task
Force on the Division of Pension Benefits Upon Marriage Break-
down at his address in the Yearbook.

February 2003 Bulletin
February 26, 2003 – This month’s feature article is, “Rule 13,
Peer Review, Compliance, CSOP, CARS, and all that Stuff” by

John F. Brierley. PDF Version : <www.actuaries.ca/publications/
2003/203014e.pdf>. HTML Version : <www.actuaries.ca/publi-
cations/2003/203014e.htm>. Contact: Brenda Warnes, Bulletin
Editor, at the Secretariat.

CIA Submission to the Pension Commission of Manitoba: Comments on
Proposals for Amendment to the Pension Benefits Act of Manitoba
February 26, 2003 – This submission is a result of a review of the
publication by the Pension Commission of Manitoba titled, Pro-
posals for Amendments to the Pension Benefits Act of Manitoba.
The purpose of this submission is to provide comments on the
proposed areas of amendment and add to the insights of the
other parties interested in this matter. <www.actuaries.ca/publi-
cations/2003/203016e.pdf>. Contact: Louis-Georges Simard,
Chairperson, Pension and Social Security Liaison Committee at
his address in the Yearbook.

CSOP Online Tools Reminder
February 26, 2003 – The Consolidated Standards of Practice
(CSOP) Education Working Group would like to remind mem-
bers that the CIA website now has an easy to use CSOP link,
designed to make educational material on CSOP readily accessi-
ble to members. To access the material, you just need to log into
the Members Only section of the CIA website. Once you have
logged into the website, the link appears in the top left corner of
the welcome page. The link provides: direct access to copies of
the standards; education modules on how the standards impact
general actuarial practice; practice specific modules on pensions,
life insurance, P&C insurance and public personal injury compen-
sation plans; an easy to use “ask the expert” tool that allows you to
submit online questions on CSOP that will automatically be for-
warded to the relevant practice committee for the question. The
answer will then be sent directly back to your e-mail address.We
hope you’ll take advantage of these tools. <www.actuaries.ca/mem-
bers/security/>. Contact: Simon R. Curtis, Chairperson, Working
Group on CSOP Education at his address in the Yearbook.

Registration is now open for the Practice Education Course in June 2003
February 21, 2003 – The CIA Education and Examinations Com-
mittee is pleased to announce that registration is now open for
the Practice Education Course to be held from Sunday, June 1
through Wednesday, June 4, 2003 in Ottawa, Ontario. Registra-
tion forms and other information can be obtained on the CIA
website at the link <www.actuaries.ca/education_careers/
pec_e.html>. Contact: Lynn Blackburn, Manager, Membership
and Information Services at the Secretariat.

http://www.actuaries.ca/members/security/index.cfm
http://www.actuaries.ca/members/security/index.cfm
http://www.actuaries.ca/meetings/pension_e.html
www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203015e.pdf
www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203015e.pdf
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203014e.pdf
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203014e.pdf
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203014e.htm
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203014e.htm
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203016e.pdf
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203016e.pdf
http://www.actuaries.ca/members/security/
http://www.actuaries.ca/members/security/
http://www.actuaries.ca/education_careers/pec_e.html
http://www.actuaries.ca/education_careers/pec_e.html
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Announcements

""""" 2003 Stochastic Modeling Symposium
February 12, 2003 – The 2003 Stochastic Modeling Symposium
will be held September 4-5, 2003 at the Crowne Plaza Toronto
Centre Hotel. This symposium is being co-sponsored by the CIA,
the Society of Actuaries, and the Actuarial Foundation and it will
be of particular interest to those working in the investment,
product development, and financial reporting areas. A Call for
Papers is also being announced for research on topics related to
the symposium. <www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203013e.
pdf>. Contact: Robert Berendsen, Chair of the 2003 Stochastic
Modeling Symposium Organizing Committee at his address in
the Yearbook.

Notice Regarding the CIA Pension Seminar – April 9, 2003
February 12, 2003 – The Pension Seminar will take place on
April 9, 2003 at the Toronto Marriott Eaton Centre Hotel in
Toronto, Ontario. The program and the online registration form
are now available on the CIA website. March 4, 2003 is the
deadline for early registration as well as the cut-off date to make
your accommodation reservations at the hotel. When booking
your flight with Air Canada, make sure to mention to your travel
agent the CIA convention number CV540576 in order to save
money on the price of your ticket. Please browse the following
links for more information on the program, accommodation and
transportation. <www.actuaries.ca/meetings/pension_e.html>
<www.actuaries.ca/meetings/pension_program_e.html>
<www.actuaries.ca/meetings/pension_accommodation_e.html>
<www.actuaries.ca/meetings/pension_transportation_e.html>.
Contact: Meetings Department, at the Secretariat.

2003 CIA Elections
February 6, 2003 – The CIA is offering electronic voting in this
year’s election. The electronic ballot will be available today as of
12:00 p.m. EST. Fellows must either have a member account or
create one in the Members Only section of the CIA website at
<www.actuaries.ca/members/security/index.cfm>. Once logged in,
the link to the ballot will be displayed. The deadline for submit-
ting your electronic ballot is 3:00 p.m. EST on March 11, 2003.The
paper version of the first ballot will be mailed to all non-elec-
tronic Fellows today. Please note that Fellows who have desig-
nated themselves as “electronic actuaries” will NOT be receiving
a paper ballot automatically. If you are an “electronic actuary”
and would prefer to cast your vote in the traditional manner,
using a paper ballot, please contact Judy Findlay, Publications
Assistant, at <judy.findlay@actuaries.ca> who would be pleased
to send you a paper ballot. Paper ballots should be returned to
the Secretariat no later than March 11, 2003. Please note that
systems are in place to assure confidentiality and also to assure
that only one vote per member is counted. Should you vote
electronically and on paper, only the first ballot received will be
counted. Contact: David J. Oakden, Chairperson, Elections Com-
mittee at his address in the Yearbook.

Final Report of the Task Force on Pension Plan Funding
February 5, 2003 – This report raises some fundamental ques-
tions regarding pension funding and will provide useful input to
the newly appointed Task Force on Public Policy Principles of
Pension Plan Funding. <www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/
203012e.pdf>. Contact: Shiraz Y.M. Bharmal, Chairperson, Task
Force on Pension Plan Funding at his address in the Yearbook.

Did you know…?

Now that the Secretariat has successfully completed the move to its new location, we wish to
remind our members that the main telephone number and extensions have not changed. You may,
however, notice some new names on the staff.

Here are the listings of extensions for the staff at the Secretariat after dialing (613) 236-8196:

# Executive Director: Rick Neugebauer – 108; Emily Gault – 113; Royaida Raouda – 101.

# Accounting: Rosemary Leu – 103; Monika Hurschler – 110; Anne Lamarche – 102.

# Meetings: Joanne St-Pierre – 106; Sheila Richard – 104; Nancy Jenkinson – 129; Sylvie Gravel – 124.

# Membership/Information: Lynn Blackburn – 117; Ian Kolisnek – 119; Christian Levac – 118.

# Publications: Brenda Warnes – 112; Martine Joly – 107; Jean Levasseur – 115; Judy Findlay – 114.

http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203013e.pdf
http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203013e.pdf
http://www.actuaries.ca/meetings/pension_e.html
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http://www.actuaries.ca/publications/2003/203012e.pdf
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What established financial services company is building the
first corporate office tower in downtown Toronto in 14 years?
The company is Maritime Life.

And the new building is the Maritime Life Tower, located at 2
Queen Street East, Toronto. The project marks the first major
construction in downtown Toronto in more than a decade and
signals a revitalization of the Yonge Street business commu-
nity. The 430,000 sq ft 20-storey building is complete and
employees are making the move to the new first-class facilities
in mid-March.
Opportunities at Maritime Life – As a leading player in the
Canadian financial services industry, we’re committed to hav-
ing a strong actuarial presence in Halifax and Toronto and are
always looking for qualified actuarial professionals for a vari-
ety of opportunities. If you’re interested in learning more about
this opportunity, please contact Brian Taylor, Vice President of
Retail Pricing and Design, in Halifax at <brian_taylor@
maritimelife.ca>. You can also submit a résumé to Amanda
Mackenzie, Senior Human Resource Consultant, by confiden-
tial fax: (416) 864-8549 or e-mail: <amanda_mackenzie@
maritimelife.ca>.
About Maritime Life – Maritime Life is based in Halifax, Nova
Scotia, with regional offices in Montréal, Toronto, Kitchener,
Oakville, Calgary and Vancouver. With over 14 billion in as-
sets and approximately 2,200 employees, we are pleased to
provide financial security to over two million Canadians.
To learn more about Maritime Life, visit our website at
<www.maritimelife.ca>.

BF&M Life Insurance Company Limited has an opening for
an ASA to near FCIA with at least five years of relevant expe-
rience to relocate full-time to Hamilton, Bermuda. BF&M Life
and its sister companies is a leading insurance group in Ber-
muda. BF&M Life provides individual and group life and health
insurance, and retirement income plans. Please, check the
company website at <www.bfm.bm> for additional details.
The successful candidate should have a strong individual life
background, but with ideally significant experience in the group
life and health insurance, and exposure to group pension. The
candidate will play a key role in all actuarial aspects of the
company, including financial reporting (Canadian standards),
product development, DCAT, ALM, valuation and reinsurance
negotiations. Additionally, the candidate would also have an
important marketing role to play in the organization. The
candidate should be a self-starter with strong technical and
communication skills.
We offer a competitive remuneration and benefits package,
and Bermuda has no personal income tax. The contract will be
for an initial period of three years subject to satisfactory per-
formance, with potential extension if mutually agreed.
If you are interested in learning more about this unique and
exciting opportunity, and one which would provide you with
many career challenges, please contact John Wight of BF&M,
by telephone at (441) 298-0333 or by e-mail at <jwight@bfm.bm>,
or our Appointed Actuary, Sylvain Goulet, Eckler Partner Ltd.
at (416) 274-1115 or at his e-mail address from the CIA website.

The US Insurance Product Management Department of Manulife
Financial has a Toronto-based opportunity for a pricing actu-
ary at the AVP level. This person will lead actuarial projects to
design and price complex US individual life insurance prod-
ucts that meet divisional marketing and financial goals. The
AVP will also be the point person for USI in handling all
reinsurance negotiations with our reinsurance partners. Prod-
uct development is a core competency of the business unit.
Responsibilities: Work closely with USI product managers on
product design objectives; present pricing results to business
unit and divisional senior management for approval; act as
point person in all USI reinsurance treaty and rate negotia-
tions, and as internal liaison for new business and inforce
reinsurance related issues.
Qualifications: strong technical actuarial skills; ability to lead
projects and manage the work of others to achieve high qual-
ity results under deadline pressure; Fellow of the Society of
Actuaries; pricing and product design would be an asset.
Interested candidates are asked to apply online at
<www.manulife.com> through our careers section, or fax your
résumé to (416) 926-6310.

Manulife Financial is a leading Canadian-based financial serv-
ices group operating in 15 countries and territories worldwide.

illustrate inc is a leading illustration software provider
servicing the North American market. Our systems use robust
generic engines in combination with business rule files that
separate specific client programming from the illustration
system (more detail is available at <www.illustrateinc.com>).
We are currently looking for a Business Analyst for our team.
The ideal candidate is a career ASA who has experience in the
development of universal life illustration systems. The success-
ful candidate will be involved in the gathering of business
requirements, creation of business rule files using internal tools,
testing, and direction of development staff. illustrate inc is
located at 920 The East Mall (427/Eglinton) in Toronto. Inter-
ested candidates are asked to send their résumés to <jobs@
illustrateinc.com>.

Classifieds
The Classified Ads below appear as provided by the advertisers.
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